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  MEMBERS Only!
   DVD SALE!

SAVE $50!!!
   on EVERY DVD SET!

600640 - 2005 Complete Conference Set (Includes 19 DVDs) ... 399.95
Jeff Behary • Pat Flanagan • Steven Haltiwanger • Gene Koonce • Tim Ventura  • Don Smith
Larry Deavenport • Tom Valone • Harvey Fiala • Thorsten Ludwig• Bob Patterson •  Hal Fox
Vern Roth • K Chukanov • Sterling Allan • Pat Bailey • Moray King • Paul Pantone • Bill Alek

600540 - 2004 Complete Conference Set (Includes 20 DVDs) ... 299.95
Larry Oja • Glen A. Gordon • Bruce Forrester • Tony Cocilovo • Konstantin Meyl • Sonne Ward • Moray King
Tom Valone • Kiril Chukanov • Bruce Perreault • Alan Francouer  • John Balfour • Dale Pond • Hal Fox
Bob Patterson• Dan Davidson • Paul Pantone • Vladimar Ginzburg • Thorsten Ludwig • Jan Marwan

600455 - 2001 Complete Conference Set (Includes 15 DVDs) ... 224.95
Gerard Judd •  Elinor Gibbs • Ron McElroy • Russ Rasnic • Paul Pantone • Al DePena • Hal Fox
Andreas Richtor • Doug Konzen • Bruce Perreault • Jim Cox • Sonne Ward • Chuck Parker
Brian O’Leary • Clifford Smith

600356 - 2000 Complete Conference Set (Includes 15 DVDs) ... 224.95
Pat Shannon • Susan Gordon • Bruce Gerlator • Elinor Gibbs  • Paul Pantone • Bruce Perreault
Tyler Pauley • Doug Konzen • George Wiseman • Marc Seifer • Jone Schramm • Bob Colvin
Lyn Kinny •  Sonne Ward • Dan Davidson

600254 - 1999 Complete Conference Set (Includes 20 DVDs) ... 299.95
Ron Waling • Jim Bare• Dan Kunkel • Elinor Gibbs • Jesse Grenier • Don Isaac • Paul Pantone
Steven Ammerman • Joseph Bender • Walter Rawls  • Brian Andersen • Tom Valone• Bill Beaty
Dan LaRochelle • Rick Todish • Bruce Perreault • Jeff Hayes • George Wiseman •  B Perreault

600156 - 1998 Complete Conference Set (Includes 24 DVDs) ... 359.95
Mary Stoddard • Pam Golden • Bill Eidelman • Dan Kunkel • Terry Hull • Anne Tracy • Ron Kovac
Sonne Ward  • Dean Viktora • Paula Randal • Ralph Suddath  • Brian Andersen•  Dan Davidson
George Wiseman • Bruce Perreault • Calvin Bahlman • Paul Pantone • Jim Dilettoso  • Nelson Camus
Rick Koskela • Paul Brown

Must be a member; 10% member
discount applies to SALE PRICE! SALE ENDS January 15!!!

ALL Sets Packaged in Book-style DVD Wallets with vinyl sleeves!

Single DVDs:   $29.95 for 2005 Conference... $19.95 for Previous Conferences!
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BackIssues

 Single Issue $8.95* eac!

SPECIAL PRICE
 $49.95!*

Order When
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by Thomas Cummerford Martin

Ten years of Tesla’s work (1884-1894)  that
laid the groundwork for the basic electrical
system still used today.The book is divided
into four parts:
• Polyphase Currents;
•  High Frequency/High Potential Currents;
• Miscellaneous Inventions & Writings;
• Early Phase Motors & Tesla Oscillators;
Whether you  are an experimentor or a his-
torian, this is great original source material
from the inventor... Nikola Tesla revcealing
the scope of Tesla’s inventions and his range
of  thought. His keen insight  to these in-
ventions may be the inspiration you need!
(perfect;  496pp) ISBN 0917914902

210004-Tesla’s Invention/Writing ... $18.95

This outstanding compen-
dium of Tesla’s lectures,
miscellaneous articles,
discussions and inven-
tions all appeared in the
Electrical Engineer.

Originally published
in 1894

The most complete set of Tesla's Patents avail-
able today...  it includes Canadian and British
patents as well as all US patents. Included,  is
the "High Vacua" Patent that the  US and
Russia may have referred to for their "death/
disintegrator ray" weapons research pro-
grams.

Some patents may seem to be redundant.
However, these patents contain a more de-
tailed account of Tesla's inventions due to US
Patent examiners not allowing Tesla's theo-
retical interpretations of his inventions–the
very heart of Tesla's Technology!  Along pat-
ents that have US counterparts, are other
patents that have never been heard of and
may have been lost forever. (CD-ROM)

480001- Tesla CD-ROM Patents ...... 34.95

On

CD-ROM

Nikola Tesla

 CD-ROM Patent

Collection
Compiled by

Bruce Perreault

COLORADO
SPRINGS
NOTES

 1899-1900

The working diary of  Nikola Tesla, written
during his experiments in his famous Colo-
rado Springs lab (1899/1900), is exceptionally
important for deeper understanding of Tesla’s
experimental work. Meticuously handwrit-
ten daily, it filled  500 pages, almost 200
drawings, and full explanations of 63 photo-
graphs illustrating the last stages of this
landmark experimental work. Tesla’s experi-
ments are still very relevant, and a great many
American researchers study the diary. This
rare, extraordinary work is a must for any
serious Tesla researcher who expects to fol-
low in Tesla's footsteps. (440 pp; hardback)

210002- Colorado Springs Notes.....44.00

by Nikola Tesla

In the tradition of The Fantastic Inventions of
Nikola Tesla, David  Childress takes us into
the incredible world of Nikola Tesla and his
amazing inventions. The Problem of Increas-
ing Human Energy with Special Reference to
the Harnessing of the Sunis Energy is included.
Also included are papers presented  on Tesla
at the Colo Spgs Tesla Symposiums,  such as:
Secret History of Wireless Transmission •
Tesla and the Magnifying Transmitter • De-
sign of  Half-Wave Tesla Coil • Electrostatics:
A Key to Free Energy IProgress in Zero-Point
Energy Research (perfect; 225 pp)

220036- Tesla Papers..........................16.95

The
Tesla
Papers
Compiled by
David H. Childress

Nikola Tesla (1856-1943)  invented, developed or imagined the technology that brought us electricity, remote control, neon and
fluorescent lighting, radio and much more…all the basic inventions that now connect the world with power and information.

Journey back to the future and discover the
fascinating secret behind the most powerful
and economic combustion engine of our time:
Tesla’s whirlwind machine of natural harmony.
Experience the excitement of understanding,
as the vortex energy of a perfectly controlled
mechanical tomado, shatters the boundaries
of our current mechanical standards. This
amazing engine will improve all aspects of
our mechanical life. Applications range from
high mileage vehicles and supersonic aircraft,
to freon-free air conditioning, and virtually
indestructible pumps. Tesla’s Engine waits
ready to solve the efficiency and pollu tion
problems of today. Index ISBN 188491733X

310050 -Tesla’s Engine ..................... 19.95

TESLA'S  ENGINE

Compiled by
Jeffery A. Hayes

A New Dimension
for Power Building a

Tesla Turbine

Even though the
Tesla’s 1909  turbine
was never commer-
cially available, the turbine nevertheless has
generated a great deal of interest the past few
years. Vince Gingery built a small, easily built
working turbine that will easily turn 5000
rpm. Here you get Tesla background, a copy
of the original patent, a description of the
invention by Tesla himself, and most impor-
tantly, detailed instructions and how-to so
that you, too, can build a working miniature.

The turbine is built up from eighteen disks of
20 gauge stainless steel.  The rotor slips into
a sheet metal housing and fed air through a
simple manifold and hardware store piping.
Two high speed bearings rated to 30,000 rpm
where obtained from different internet sources
for $2-$3 each. Driven with 85 psi of com-
pressed air, thisturbine really whistles. You
can build a Tesla turbine. Simply. No hype,!
This is how to do it today with minimal tools.
If you want to recreate one of Tesla’s unusual
inventions, this is one to consider.(48pp)

260017 - Building Tesla’s Engine ........ 9.95

by Vince Gingery

A powerful documentarial presen-
tation and overview of Nikola  Tesla’s life and
work. Very popular video! (40 min)

800002 - Genius  Lit World(VHS)  ....... 24.95

Nikola Tesla
 The Genius Who Lit The World

Inventions, Researches,
and Writings of

Nikola Tesla

The Life & Research of Nikola Tesla
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This is the companion book for the above PBS documentary highighting
the life and times of Nikola Tesla. This well illustrated biography was
co-authored by The author of Tesla: Man Out of Time... an exemplary
which examined in detail both the histroical and modern aspects of
Nikola Tesla’s life and revolutionary work. A study of Tesla that does
not include this work   is incomplete.  (1999).

210009- Tesla: Master of Lightning ............................................................................... 17.95

by Robert Uth &  Margaret Cheney
TESLA • Master of Lightning

The Life & Times of Nikola Tesla

Long shrouded in secrecy, the life of Tesla is artfully illuminated in this
film. Tesla, born in Croatia in 1856, is the father of our modern technologi-
cal age and one of the greatest scientific minds that ever lived. Tesla changed
the world with the invention of the AC motor, making the universal distri-

bution of electricity possible. His achievements led to the discovery of radio and television as
well as the harnessing of Niagara Falls, remote control, radar, and manipulation of matter and
energy.  Nikola Tesla is one of the most fascinating people in history. The Secret of Nikola
Tesla is a penetrating study of the life and mind of a “scientific superman”  dedicated to the
task of designing and improving technology to advance humanity. One movie that every
student of Tesla Technology should see!  (105 min)

800000 - Nikola Tesla—The Movie(DVD)  ............... 29.95

The Secret of  Nikola
Tesla—The Movie (DVD)

Orson Welles as JP Morgan   •   Peter Bozovic as Nikola Tesla
Strother Martin as  Westinghouse   •   Dennis Patrick as Edison

Nikola Tesla, a brilliant and charismatic immigrant whose talent took him to
the height of celebrity, locked horns with Thomas Edison, J. Pierpont Mor-
gan, and Guglielmo Marconi. George Westinghouse and Mark Twain praised
his genius. Like many geniuses, Tesla was an unconventional man who gave
his life to realize his visions, while others made millions with his inventions.

This movie gives long overdue recognition to a great and misunderstood man of science. Many
new and unknown details of Tesla’s life have been uncovered for this dramatic, entertaining
program. Much of the story is in Tesla’s own words, drawn from his autobiographical and
scientific writings. Nikola Tesla’s life is an inspiring example of the power of one man to
change the world with technology and revolutionary ideas. (90 min)

210008- Tesla: Master of Lightning (VHS) .................................................................. 19.95

TESLA • Master of Lightning  (VHS)
PBS documentary

Comprehensive Look at the Life, Work and Legacy  of Tesla Features Stacy Keach

This biography of the scientific genius -- Nikola Tesla
-- is the result of over 20 years of research into ques-
tions left unanswered by the other authors, including...

• why Tesla dropped into obscurity;
• if he really received signals from Mars;
• how magnifying transmitters work;
• why he failed with JP Morgan;
• and what happened to his secret particle beam weaponry papers;

Wizard includes Tesla contemporaries such as Edison, Westinghouse,
Astor, JP Morgan, FDR and J. Edgar Hoover. This work is well docu-
mented, a full bibliography and index, and pages of photos. (540 pp)

420008- Wizard: Life/Times of Tesla ... 19.95

Wizard: The Life and

         Times  of  Nikola Tesla
 by Marc Seifer, PhD

Here is a compendium of patents, diagrams,
photos and explanations of the many incred-
ible inventions of the originator of the modern
era of electrification. In Tesla's own words,
are such topics as wireless transmission of
power, death rays, and radio controlled air-
ships presented. Highly illustrated with 100's
of rare photos, drawings and patents, includ-
ing material on German bases in Antarctica/
South America, and a secret city built at a
remote jungle site in South America by
Marconi.  Numerous inventions/patents and
their purposes are detailed. (342pp)

220030- Fantastic Inventions ......... 16.95

The Fantastic

Inventions

of Nikola Tesla

by Nikola Tesla

With Additional Material
by David Childress

In 1899, Nikola Tesla—the world's foremost
electrical wizard of his time—physically dem-
onstrated the wireless transmission of power
in Colorado Springs. Over the next 50 years,
Tesla failed in his attempts to bring power to
the people. Articles and letters to various
editors form a clear, coherent, and articulate
visualization of Tesla's concept of power,
and how he could move immense amounts of
currents through the earth with his ultimate
power machine. Tesla's famous article... The
Problem of  Increasing Human Energy is
included. Read Tesla's writings and see that his
dream of wireless power IS practical and the
obstacles from the “organized opposition” he
encountered in his Herculean struggle to real-
ize his dream become self-evident.

290008 - Tesla Views on Wireless ...... 19.95

On the Wireless

Transmission of Power

compiled by
 Steven R. Elswick

Tesla’s Views

TESLA
Man out of Time

This biography has received
widespread acclaim for its
depth and clarity. In addi-
tion to many well documented accounts on
incidents in Tesla’s life, this biography also
includes an informative section describing his
spectacular work at Colorado Springs and the
Wardenclyffe installation. (393 pp)

210010- Tesla: Man Out of Time ...... 14.95

by Margaret Cheney

Tesla ...The Visionary
Tesla envisioned a world of prosper-
ity--energized by unleashed wireless
power  provided by his towers.
Credit: MetaScience Foundation
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TESLA COIL
Invented by Tesla (1891), a Tesla Coil boosts energy from a socket
or battery to millions of hi-frequency volts. All of the facts needed
to build one on any scale is included. Use junk to build it... beer-
bottles, old wire, etc.  I know more than one person  who has built
a high performance coil with this booklet! well-tuned coil's output
performs amazing tasks...  lighting, disinfection, communication!
Tesla’s Magnifying Transmitter (the ultimate coil) was for wire-
less power/global communications.(Bklt; 25pp)
340001 - Tesla Coil ......................................................... 7.95

Son of TESLA COIL... build a Tesla lighting plant
Build a "third generation" Tesla coil. Discover the magic of oil
immersion, close coupling, and precise pulsing. Learn how to drive
a Tesla coil from low-voltage battery power. See how neon tech-
nology can be adapted for Tesla off-the-shelf. Build a solid-state
pulse generator and a Tesla lighting plant and hook up your amme-
ter and see if it is efficient.  Will Tesla be the next step in home
power?(Bklt; 28pp)

340005 - Son of Tesla Coil .................................................... 7.95

RADIO TESLA
the secret of Tesla's radio and wireless power
Tesla's transmitters produce hi-voltage, impulse disturbances con-
ducted through earth at low frequencies. His wireless power uses
similar principles. Modern radio took a lot from Tesla, but what
did it ignore? Rediscover spark and grounding: Revive low fre-
quency, underground radio, no license radio, carrier-current radio,
and radio-free energy. (Bklt; 37pp)

340003 - Radio Tesla  ............................................................ 7.95

TESLA: The Lost Inventions
Famous in 1900 for inventing the alternating current system, Tesla’s
later inventions (1890 - 1921), have never been used. These inven-
tions hold the greatest potential to alter the field of alternative
energy! The suppressed inventions include the disk-turbine ro-
tary engine, the tesla-coil electric energy magnifier, high-frequency
lighting systems, the magnifying transmitter, wireless power, and
the free-energy receiver. (Bklt; 33pp)

340002 - TESLA: The Lost Inventions ..............................  7.95

TESLA: the true wireless
Tesla's final published statement on how radio really works... Tesla
says the Hertzian radio we've been taught is "fiction." He insists
that the amount of energy that can be transmitted is "billions of
times greater" than conventional radio allows. Can we transmit
power to homes/workplaces without wires to be free of the grid?
Tesla’s convinced! (Bklt; 15pp)

340004 - TESLA: the true wireless ....................................... 7.95

The George Trinkaus CollectionThe George Trinkaus CollectionThe George Trinkaus CollectionThe George Trinkaus CollectionThe George Trinkaus Collection
This series by George Trinkaus is the only systematic treatment of Tesla
Technology for the electrical nonexpert I have found.  All of the booklets
are written in clear English, well illustrated, and use a minimum of math.

Easy to understand, I have personally seen  one novice build  a Tesla Coil using the Tesla Coil
booklet... and junk parts!  I give it THUMBS UP! -Steve

The Secret

of Light

Today’s civilization has ad-
vanced far in knowing
HOW to deal with matter

but we do not know WHAT matter is, nor
the WHY of it. Nor do we know what en-
ergy, electricity, magnetism, gravitation and
radia-tion are. Nor do we know the pur-
pose ofthe inert gases and what they are.
Nor do we know the structure ofthe elemen-
tal atoms nor the gyroscopic principle which
determines that structure. Nor are we aware
ofthe fact that this is a two-way continuous
universe of balance in all effects of Motion
and not a one-way discontinuous universe...
Russell presents an alternativeperspective
on chemistry and physics more accurate
than classical models! (hdbk;  330 pp)

500044-The Secret of Light ................. 15.00

The Man Who

Tapped the Secrets

of the Universe
by  Glenn Clark

by Walter Russell

Walter Russell was known in his own time as
the modern Leonardo da Vinci, the most ver-
satile man in America... musician, illustrator,
portrait painter, architectural designer, sculp-
tor, business practices advisor, champion fig-
ure skater, natural scientist, philosopher and
author.  In this famous biography of Walter
Russell,  we meet the man who, in his own
words, discusses the nature of developing the
genius inherent within, and reveals his per-
sonal “Five Laws of Success.” (57pp)

500045- Man Who Tapped Secrets .. 5.00

Perpetual Motion

by Arthur  Ord-Hume

The History
   of an Obsession

Make a machine which gives out more work
than the energy you put into it and you have
perpetual motion. The deceptively simple
task of making a mechanism which would turn
forever fascinated many an inventor and a
number of men applied themselves to the task.
Their quest in some cases became an obses-
sion.  However, the perpetual motion seekers
played an important part in the history of
engineering.  Without their early experiments
the science of mechanics would not have de-
veloped so rapidly. Even today,  the fascina-
tion of the subject is not quite dead.

220041-Perpetual Motion  ................. 19.95
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Rediscover legendary  names of a suppressed
scientific revolution — remarkable lives, as-
tounding discoveries,  incredible inventions!
• Baron Karl von Reichenbach- aura research
• Antonio Meucci - physiophone and wireless
• Nathan Stubblefield - earth battery technology
• Nikola Tesla - geoætheric engines
• Dr. Royal Rife - cancer cures that worked
• T.H. Moray - space energy device
• T.T. Brown - gravitational warp research
• Philo Farnsworth - FUSOR project

Each chapter is a biographic treasure covering
the inventor, his technology, and the intrigue
surrounding its  deliberate suppression.  Far
behind our intended stage of development,
complete knowledge of this loss is  key to
recapture this wonder technology. (347pp)

220038- Lost Science ...................... 16.95

Lost
Science

Gerry Vassilatos

This compilation of patents, articles, papers,
and diagrams for Free Energy Devices is vital
for experimenters and researchers  into mag-
netic motors and other “over-unity” devices.
With chapters on the Adams Motor, Hans
Coler Generator, cold fusion, superconduc-
tors, “N” machines, space-energy generators,
Tesla, T. Townsend Brown, and other free
energy devices, this book belongs on every
science shelf. Energy is a major political force
for wars! Free energy devices, if ever allowed
in mass production, could radically change
the world! Get your copy now before the
Deptof Energy bans this book! This is one
book that can’t be ignored!!! Get a copy TO-
DAY!!! (perfect; 292 pp) ISBN:0932813240

220033- Free Energy Device ............ 16.95

The Free-Energy

Device Handbook

 A Compilation of
Patents & Reports
by David H Childress

Compiled by  Steven R. Elswick, BSEE
Through this book you will learn:

• How to build magnet motors
• How to select materials
• How magnetic motors work

Discover the work of  Joe Newman, Howard
Johnson, EV Gray, and other researchers that
worked on over-unity devices that may have
worked. Gain  better understanding of mag-
netics and how they work.  Source material,
patents and plans.(121 pgs; GBC)

290009- Magnet Motors/Gen............ 29.95

Magnetic Motors

& Generators

Featuring: The Patterson Power Cell
• Troy Reed’s magnetic motors • Paul Pantone’s
GEET Processor •  Dennis Lee’s Low Temperature
Phase Change • Joseph Newman’s rotating mag-
nets • John Hutchison’s anti-gravity experiments
Comprehensive documentary features the
most promising devices, processes and theo-
ries of the most visionary scientists and  per-
sistent independent inventors on the planet!

310040- FE: Race to ZPoint (VHS)...34.95

Conference on Future

Energy Proceedings

Washington, DC • April 1999

Alternative Energy
Research & Development

Serious about building free energy de-
vices?  Then this book is for you!  In addition
to several construction plans, there is back-
ground information on 3 different basic types
of alternative energy devices. Some devices
are designed merely to be more efficient than
conventional technology, others claim to be
overunity in the traditional sense of the word.
Before you buy the mainstream physics claim
that alternative energy is not possible, you
should  read  this book. Supporting accounts
and photos  included whereever possible. This
is a great book to beef up your technical li-
brary. You will not need be a rocket
scientist to value this book. (121 pgs; GBC)
290010- Tesla’s Car/Free Energy .... 29.95

Compiled by  Steven R. Elswick, BSEE

Tesla’s Car
and Other

Free Energy
Devices

Free energy and anti-gravity are possible
today. The theory of zero point energy
posits that there are great fluctuations of
electrical field energy embedded within the
fabric of space. Some examples: • inventor
T. H Moray produced a fifty-kilowatt free
energy machine in 1930 • the Pons/
Fleischmann cold fusion experiment pro-
duced tremendous heat without fusion.

450001 - Tapping Zero Point  ............  $12.95

Free Energy in
Today’s Physics

by Moray B. King

Tapping  the

 Zero Point  Energy

On

CD-ROM

Includes all plenary/workshop/contributed
papers. 15 audio tracks. Noncombustive
Helicopter video. DOE-EIA 20 energy fore-
cast and radwaste study. Speakers included:
Ken Shoulders, Paul Brown, Robertson,
Wallman, Pantone, Graneau, Valone, David
Hamilton, Perreault, Greer, Les Adam, Ed
Storms, David Goodwin, Tom Van Flandern

320018- COFE Proceedings (CD) ...... 19.95

by  David Thomson
        and Jim Bourassa

For the first time in history, a scientific foun-
dation for  God’s existence  is presented, sup-
ported by the same empirical data physicists
use everyday.  Through a simple observation
noted 100 years ago by Charles Coulomb, the
electromagnetic units have been corrected of
an error that has led physics astray for so
long. Now, electrodynamics can be expressed
in simple dimensional equations, the neuro-
sciences can now be united to quantum and
classical physics, and the precise geometry
of subatomic particles can be modeled.

592000 - The Secret of the Aether ....... 64.95

The Secret

of the

Aether
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Harnessing
Cosmic
Energy

Treatise on how form converts universal
aether into electromagnetic/gravitic forces.
Dan has broken the code on how  how nature
manifests from the virtual particle soup of
aether into matter. A unified field theory put-
ting  all this into perspective is defined in this
work, establishing the basis for a new branch
of science. Explore how  shapes manipulate
the aether . (perfect; 154 pp) ISBN:0962632155

590005- Shape Power ....................... 19.95

by Dan Davidson

Shape Power
The Fundamental Discovery of How

Shape Modifies Undifferentiated

Universal Aether Into Electricity,

Magnetism, and Nuclear Forces
by Bruce Perreault

The truth is finally revealed. The mystery about Ed
Gray’s EMA motors is over. With two recovered EMA

motor prototypes on stage at the 2001 KeelyNet Conference, Norman Wootan
discusses every design feature possible. Every single way the real motors deviate

from the designs revealed in Gray’s Patent are discussed in detail. Now  see with your own
eyes how it was really done. This video is a must for serious researchers wanting to convert
Radiant Energy into mechanical power. Great companion to “Free Energy Secrets of Cold
Electricity” by Lindemann where the EMA power supply is discussed. (2 hrs.)

330014- The History of the EV Gray Motor (DVD)  ....................... 29.95

Lindemann does it again! This landmark presentation at the KeelyNet Conference (updates
the Ed Gray EMA motor power supply, as well as Bedini’s motor designs that recharge their
own batteries, Muller’s low drag generators, Adams’ magnetic heaters, Bearden’s MEG and
other magnet powered transformers, “ChemAlloy” that spontaneously dissociates water,
Meyer’s water fuel-cell and its spin-off at Xogen, and more information on Free Energy
systems than ever has publicly released— a must for serious Free Energy researchers! (2 hrs)

330013 - The World of Free Energy (DVD)  ................................... 29.95

The History of the
EV Gray Motor

2001 Conference DVDs!

The World of Free Energy -  Peter Lindemann, D.Sc.

Breakthroughs

to New Free

Energy  Devices

....excellent primer for alternative energy re-
searchers. Written for general audiences,  it’s
a very readable, interesting book. Includes info
on Offyreus, Keely, Schauberger, Moray,
Reich and others (121p) ISBN 0962632104

590001- Energy Breakthroughs ...... 19.95

T-FIELD  ENERGY  RESEARCH
This excellent publication reveals how the
aether behaves and  unveils a forgotten dis-
covery from 1878—the Gary Magnetic ef-
fect.  Gary,  one of the earliest of the alternate
energy researchers, discovered  the  principle
of  a magnet’s neutral  line of magnetic force.
Having determined the nature of this force
and figuring a way to utilize it, Gary con-
structed a real live working model of a “free”
energy device.  Realizing at this point it was a
toy that could not produce enough usable
power, he continued to work until he devel-
oped a super efficient generator! staples.

590002 - T-Field Energy ................... 15.00

THE THETA DEVICE
& Other Free Energy Devices
This booklet incudes  information on Theta
device and the actual patents of  eight other
free energy devices. Excellent matter! stpl.

590003 - The Theta Device .................. 15.00

Free Energy,  the Aether

 & Electrification
Dan Davidson’s  1992 ITS lecture on “elec-
trostatics” and Prof  Sanford’s 1911 book _
“A Physical Theory of Electrification.”  Truly
Outstanding material! stpl ISBN 0962632139

590004 - FE/Aether/Elect ............15.00

Dan Davidson
Research

Shape Power and

Universal  Resonance
Dan’s 2004 briefing on advances originally
covered in the Shape Power book,  reveals an
unlimited potential for shape power  applica-
tions in health benefits, gravity control, grav-
ity craft, free energy, and military applica-
tions.  One key to gravitation/free energy may
be large arrayed nano-structures that modify
aetheric forces to create macro gravity and
energy effects due to array multiplication of
shape power energy effects. (39pp; staples)

590006- Shape Pwr/Univ Resonce ..18.00

Radiant Energy

Research Collection

Norman Wootan

On

CD-ROM

This CD-Rom contains over 20 titles includ-
ing a nonprintiable pdf version of Harnessing
Cosmic Energy, Le Bon’s Evolution of Matter
and Force, as well as hard to find TH Moray
material.  If you are a serious free energy re-
searcher, this is one item packed full of
information that you won’t want to miss!

480003- Radiant Energy CD Rom...... 29.95

Free Energy Pioneer
John Worrell Keely

Over a century ago, John
Keely discovered  a mysteri-

ous source of free, unlimited energy. Experi-
menting with the substance for years, he built
2,000 machines and devices that ran on his
esoteric force and experimented with anti-grav-
ity and the disintegration of solid matter.
Numerous people witnessed his demonstra-
tions, and his work was well known to
Tesla,Edison, and  Jules Verne. Lots of illus-
trations; (paperback; 416 pp)

220039- Free Energy Pioneer: Keely .. 19.95

by Theo Paijmans

T. H. Moray’s research involved the direct
application of Radiant Energy to the ultimate
electric particles of the atoms/molecules of
the Universe. One of his prototypes mea-
sured about 42"x 26"x22" and weighed less
than sixty pounds. It generated about  4KW
of electrical power and was demonstrated in
front of scores of witnesses... but was bit-
terly opposed by the entrenched economic
interests. Radiant Energy can be said to be
the “Holy Grail of Free Energy,” and those
who wish to study this exciting subject will
do well to give serious attention to Dr.
Moray’s original discoveries and to Mr.
Perreault’s recent research. This book holds
the final key to converting cosmic radiant en-
ergy into electrical power.

480002- HarnessCosmic Energy ...... 29.95
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The rotating disk dynamo has mystified ev-
ery scientist since Faraday’s 1831 discovery.
Also called a unipolar generator (or N-Ma-
chine by Bruce DePalma), its efficiency is
often known to above 95% in commercial
models. Nikola Tesla’s “Notes on a Unipolar
Dynamo”, Tewari’s Space Generator, the
Trombly-Kahn patent and more are included.
Can the homopolar generator become a self-
running free energy machine? A unipolar dy-
namo is so simple that even the earth’s core
has one, so powerful that it forges metal alloy
billets and can launch a railgun! This book has
all the history, operating principles, construc-
tion details, and pictures of this unique, mys-
terious generator, so the reader can reach an
informed conclusion. No library of free en-
ergy  research is complete without a copy!
(Perfect, 192p) ISBN 0964107015

320020- Hompolar Handbook .........19.95

The Homopolar

Handbook

A Definitive Guide to
 Faraday Disk & N-Machine

Technologies

by Thomas Valone

 Energy Machine

of T.  Henry Moray

by  Moray B. King

Zero-Point Energy &
Pulsed Plasma Physics

In the 1920s Moray invented a “free energy”
device that produced  50 kW of electricity.
Unexplainable by orthodox science, the elec-
tricity exhibited a strange “cold current”
characteristic where thin wires could conduct
appreciable power without heating. Moray
suffered ruthless suppression. In 1939,  the
device was destroyed. Today, modern phys-
ics finally recognizes the vacuum contains
tremendous energy called zero-point energy.
Other inventors have discovered  it is acti-
vated by pulsing plasma, and created novel
energy devices, but they too were suppressed.
The common pattern of these technologies
clarified the fundamental operating principle.
Free energy that works! Truly an inspiration
for engineers and inventors  (200pp)

450003 - Energy Machine of Moray ...14.95

Engineering Principles
for Free Energy

Free energy and  anti-gravity are  solutions to
the world’s energy crisis.  Zero-Point Energy
technology  can transform our earth to a self-
sustaining, pollution-free planet. Zero Point
Energy theory maintains that  fluctuations of
electrical field energy are embeded in the fab-
ric of space. By identifying the densest
energy; and using today’s technology to bal-
ance energy flow, we can acquire energy which
doesn’t deplete Earth. Filled with diagrams,
patents, and photos, it covers:  Fundamen-
tals of Zero Point Energy,  Vacuum Energy
Vortices,  Super Tubes, and  Charge Clusters.

450002 - Quest for Zero Point  .....  $14.95

by Moray B. King

Quest  for

 Zero Point  Energy

Free Energy

Secrets of

Cold Electricity
Second Edition

This book explains how EV Gray produced
“cold electricity” and it relation to Tesla’s dis-
covery of Radiant Energy over a century ago.
Well illustrated, this manual includes     Gray’s
US patents. This is an important study guide
for serious researchers. Gray’s EMA motor
produced 40X more power than he took from
batteries. It’s secret is the power supply and
Lindemann tells how he did it! (131pp)

330002- Free Energy/Cold Electric... 29.95

In the 1970’s, EV Gray devel-
oped an 80HP electric motor that recharged
its own batteries. It ran on what he called
“cold electricity.” This amazing technology
remained shrouded in mystery until Sep
2000 when Dr. Peter Lindemann presented
this complete technical lecture. He ex-
plained exactly how Gray’s system worked,
produced “cold electricity” and how it re-
lates to Tesla’s earlier discovery of “Radiant
Energy”. Using 50 slides of articles, pat-
ents, photos, and circuits, Lindemann
documents his research. Now you can un-
derstand one of the most powerful Free
Energy methods ever discovered. (3 hrs)
330011- Free Energy Secret (DVD)  .. 29.95
330001- Free Energy Secret (VHS)  .. 29.95

Free Energy
Secrets of Cold
Electricity Video
     Now on DVD!

by Peter Lindemann

Searching for the
Truth Behind the
Cold Fusion Furor

Fire From Ice chronicles one of the most
misunderstood and valued scientific con-
troversies of all time. It details the events
surrounding and following the 1989 Pons
and Fleischmann announcement of the dis-
covery of cold nuclear fusion. Mallove of-
fers a unique insider’s view of the contro-
versy, while at the same time explaining the
relevant science and technology. Nominated
for the Pulitzer Prize.
520030- Fire From Ice ............... 25.95

Fire from Water

Cold Fusion

This fascinating docu-
mentary, narrated by
James “Scotty” Doohan
of “Star Trek” fame, details
the events following the 1989 cold fu-
sion announcement made by Pons and
Fleischmann. Learn about the backlash
which followed, but discover that hundreds
of scientists are diligently working in the
field to bring forth the water fuel age.

520020 - Cold Fusion  (VHS)  .........  $14.95

narrated by
     James Doohan

Physics professor Dr. Johnson explores free
energy, the vacuum, aether, zero point en-
ergy, and more.  Johnson examines sacred texts
and modern physics and constructs a free
energy device. Material on unexplained phe-
nomena, ball lightning, tornadoes, the earths
magnetic field, dowsing, UFOs, and gravita-
tional anomalies included. Chapters on Vapor
Canopy; Ice Shell; Interplanetary Ice; Heat
Balance; Fire from Heaven; Current Loops in
the Earths Core;  Patents; and more. (263pp)

220040- Search for New Energy ..... 19.95

The Search For a

  New Energy Source

by Gary L. Johnson

Fire From Ice

by Eugene Mallove

This excellent source of Zero Point Energy
material runs on any computer with a browser
(Mac 8.0, Win 95/98). Contains: theory, re-
ports, photos, movies, sound bites, and index
of various zero point experiments.

520010- Zero-Point Tech (CD) .......... 19.95

by Frank Znidarsic

Zero Point

Technologies

--- CD ROM ---
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by Larry Spring

Common Sense Physics is the result of 50+
years of experimentation and observations of
radio waves. Larry’s straightforward analy-
sis is supported by personal observations and
practical  experiments—experiments easily
reproducible by others. He establishes the
concept of the magnetic sphere with his early
experirnents. Electromagnetism is neither
waves nor particle. Through rigid empirical
methods, Larry boldly examines the laws of
physics, energy in space, magnets, monopoles
and describes his atomic theory in detail. Later,
heat and its properties as an electromagnetic
phenomena is examined. Logical physics, lines
of force,and gravity are discussed. Concept
of the eye’s retina as an antenna array intro-
duced. Great manual for EE students!

250008 - Common Sense Physics...... 24.95

Spring Electromagnetic Spheres

 by George Wiseman

Brown's Gas:  Book 1
Brown's Gas is noted  for its unique proper-
ties. This book is an excellent primer as the
properties of hydrogen, oxygen, and Brown's
Gas  are reviewed and compared. It includes
simple plans to show you how-to build a
Brown’s Gas generator at home, with  low
cost parts. Then, with only water and elec-
tricity, you make Brown’s Gas!

240007- Brown Gas: Bk I ....................14.00

Brown's Gas: Book 2
This  follows up Brown’s Gas: Book 1 and
gives comprehensive details on how to build
an experimental electrolyzer that will pro-
duce commercial quantities of Brown’s Gas.
You can build an electrolyzer that will put
out 1,000 liters per hour for as little as $500.
This volume was previously only available
by buying a $10,000 electrolyzer.

240009-Brown Gas: Bk 2  ................  24.00

Back in 1920 people were hot to set up their
own labs, invent something and become rich.
Here you get formulas on cements and glues,
compositions of all kinds, inks, glass and glass
working, leather polishes, metal-craft, per-
fumes, soaps, photography, blueprint and
other papers, plating, pyrotechny, polishes
and stains, varnishes and paints, cleaning com-
pounds, wood-craft, chemical lab hints,
mechanical lab hints, electrical lab hints, mis-
cellaneous formulas and an appendix. A lot of
this is quaint–not directly useful. It’s for
kitchen chemists. But a few of the formulas
and ideas are worth the entire book. If you’re
trying to build a reference library of unusual
secret formulas, this book is certainly worth
considering. Check it out. (Perfect; 160 pages)
260001 - A 1001 Formulas ....................... 9.95

A Thousand and

One Formulas

Brown's Gas Research

by Aurel de Ratti
Simple Scientific Experiments

Procedures  In

Experimental

 Physics

by John Strong

Describes forty-six instructive science  ex-
periments in electricity, magnetism,  hydrau-
lics, hydrostatic, light and acoustics.Great
quick-n-dirty science fair projects. Cheap!..
so get a copy! (69 pp)

260002 - Simple Scientific Exp .......... 8.95

In 1872 German chemists were world famous,
and Wagner’s Handbook was the master ref-
erence for chemists the world over. Includes
early and/or simple ways of making chemi-
cals, refining metal, formulating glue, paper,
dyes or just about anything else chemical in
nature. It’s a comprehensive illustrated col-
lection of incredible technological detail of
more basic essential processes (many made
obsolete by more complicated processes) than
in any other volume. (Hard;  745 pp)

260005 - Hdbk of Chem Tech(1872) .... 33.95

Handbook of

Chemical

Technology

by Rudolf Wagnert
translator William Crookes

If you consider yourself an
experimenter, an inventor,
or a builder of unusual ma-
chines and equipment, you must have this text.

Tons of incrediblepractical how-to and  illus-
trations on almost every page. Chapters in-
clude: laboratory glass blowing, laboratory
optical work, technique of high vacuum, coat-
ing of surfaces by evaporation and sputter-
ing, the use of fused silica, electrometers and
electroscopes, Geiger counters, vacuum ther-
mopiles and the measurement of radiant en-
ergy, optics, electric cells and amplifiers, pho-
tography in the lab, heat and high tempera-
ture, notes on the materials of research, notes
on the construction and design of instrument/
apparatus, and molding/casting.

This is incredible stuff! Includes details on
hydrogen furnaces, crucibles, burners, elec-
tric arc furnaces... even a lab setup to make
artificial rubies and sapphires! And there’s
much more First published in 1938 (sewn
softcover 642pp)

260004 - Proc in Exp  Physics.......... 25.95

by Sidney Gernsback

Physics, Chemistry & Other Applied Sciences

How to Build a

Solar Cell

that Really Works!

After decades, Russell Bourke's engine re-
mains one of the most intriguing
powerplants of all time.  The revolutionary
single-stroke hydrogen cycle concept pro-
vides clean efficient power in a compact,
lightweight package.   Only 14 of the 30-
cubic inch  twins were produced before
Bourke's death.  Try to build your own to
see if you can achieve the same results....
others have!  This set of plans for the Bourke
Engine may be just what  you need. There
are 31 engineering drawings in this set of
plans in an 11x17 format.

290003 - Bourke Engine Plans ............ 60.00

Bourke
Engine
Plans

See how to quickly and cheaply build a cop-
per oxide photo cell. Its overall efficiency
doesn’t come close to modern cells, but nei-
ther does the cost. Crank out cells for pen-
nies. Connect many cells together for sur-
prising amounts of power. (bklt 22 pp)
260017 - How to Build Solar Cell ........ 4.95

by  Walt Noon
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by Vladimar Ginsberg

The strong force is a manifestation of Cou-
lomb’s electric force. This book expands the
concept of the spiral field that leads to the
unification of strong, electric  and gravitational
forces.  Ginsberg’s unification of strong, gravi-
tational, and electric forces confirms the
possibility of instantaneous transmission
of waves.  It also identifies candidates for
“dark” matter, while outlining a road map
for the unified field theory. Well illustrated,
this explores physics’ leading edge! (280pp)

593000- Unification Gravity/Electric... 14.95

Unification of

Strong Gravitational

& Electric Forces

Secrets of Building Electrostatic

Generators

Lightning

BOLT

including high voltage test
equipment, experiments, mo-
tors, and more!

b y

Walt Noon

Great introductory book to the world of electro-
statics! After a brief intro, Noon jumps right into
simple experiments you can perform.   Written
by a practical experimenter, all projects are easy
to follow and verv educational.  Each project
builds on the last!  Stumped for a science fair
project...this book will make your day!  ( 91pp)

260016-Lightning Bolt Generators...  9.95

The third  edition is updated and includes
new information on electrostatic generators
and complete instructions for building vari-
ous types, including Wimshurst and Van de
Graaff generators. Throughout the book, the
author provides hard-to-find information on
electrical anomalies, which represent the fron-
tier of electrostatic research. Covering theory,
construction, and experiments, this handbook
includes experiments with  electrohorticulture,
gravitation and electricity, cold light, and elec-
tric tornadoes-- an excellent first book for
beginners and a superb book for  accomplished
experimenters.   (perfect 275pp)

400001- HomeMade Lightning.......... 24.95

HomeMade
Lightning

Creative Experiments in
Electricity

by R.A. Ford

“Must-have” information for ....
Foundry • Survival &Homesteading • Alternate Energy
Learn the secrets of distilling wood into char-
coal and producer gas. Use the charcoal for
cooking, heating, and smelting metal. Use the
producer gas to power a lawnmower engine
which, in turn, can generate electricity! Pro-
duce clean, pure charcoal while generating elec-
tricity. Adapt this simple, proven design to
convert other organic material  (ie leaves, brush,
and perhaps grain) into producer gas or scale
the design up or experiment with another
proven design from a hundred years ago.
Apply lessons learned  here to power an auto
with wood. This book will get you started.

260013 - Convert Wood to Charcoal ...... 9.95

How to
Convert Wood
into Charcoal
& Electricity
by Richard Buxton

by  John & Martin Cash

Secrets to run an automobile
on charcoal, coal and wood.
Proven methods developed out of necessity
during WW II in Europe and Australia!
Its  the 1970’s all over again with gas short-
ages. Build an experimental gas generator
and bolt it to an old car. Other people build
race cars that move fast. When the oil short-
age comes, your charcoal powered auto
might be the only auto moving at all! Nuts
and bolts how-to. Details you’re not going
to find anywhere else. A lot of rare infor-
mation for the money. Get a book and shelve
it, even if you don’t build a generator. You’ll
have it when you NEED it. (194 pp)

260012 - Producer Gas for MV ........12.95

Producer Gas

  for Motor Vehicles

Old Time Secrets of

Making
Permanent

Magnets
Anthology of simple techniques
used over the centuries to create
powerful permanent magnets.

Permanent magnets are used on an incredible
number of devices including magnetos, tools,
telephones, instruments, switches, etc. Ex-
tensive use of permanent magnets, together
with scientific methods of manufacturing
them, has come about only recently. Ten years
ago the production of permanent magnets was
an obscure  branch of manufacturing... today
it is one of the important phases of the steel-
working industry. Every plant making
permanent magnets has its own process of
manufacture, but the underlying and funda-
mental principles of the production of
succesful magnets are the same in all.
260014 - Making Permanent Magnets..... 9.95 Our Future Is

HYDROGEN

by  Robert Siblerud

This book provides a solu-
tion to global warming and
dwindling fossil fuels. Its

purpose is to provide public awareness to
this remarkable energy carrier. Both the auto
and oil industries realize that hydrogen is the
energy of the future!  Chapters on: The Hy-
drogen Infrastructure, Fuel Cells, Hydrogen
Safety, Practical Applications for Hydrogen
Energy, Alternative Fuels, more. (164 pp)

460001 - Our Future is Hydrogen ...14.95

Dr. Bockris’ landmark new book is by far the
best we’ve seen on this subject. He attacks
the current paradigm from all angles, and re-
views well-documented phenomena which are
difficult or impossible to explain with current
scientific thought. As the title suggests, Bockris
proposes a new paradigm which does not
serve science as we now know it, but rather
encompasses the known and “unknown”
around us to give us a better  understanding of
the true nature of reality.  (503 pp, Pft)
310037- The New Paradigm ............... 34.95

The New Paradigm:
A Confrontation Between
Physics and the Paranor-
mal Phenomena
by John O’M. Bockris

Dynamos and
Electric Motors

How to Make and Run Them
by Paul N Hasluck

A gem from 100 years ago... this collection of
articles from “Work” magazine describes how
to build your own equipment. Chapters in-
clude info on Siemens, Gramme, Manchester
and Simplex dynamos, calculating the size and
amount of wire for small dynamos, ailments
of dynamo-electric machines, electric motors
without castings, determining the rotation di-
rection of a motor, and more! Some motors
and dynamos are small table-top machines
which would make great experimental
projects. Well illustrated and detailed. (160pp)

260015 - Dynamos & Electrical Motors..... 9.95
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High gas prices and high pollution levels are a
modern plague... and GEET is the solution.
Engines running on GEET technology have
consistently shown tremendous reductions
in emissions. Early efforts for this ground-
breaking technology centered on small engines.
Now, plans are available for automobiles.
Purchase your set of  GEET Fuel Processor
plans and build a  GEET for your automobile
engine. Replacing a catalytic converter or some
expensive air pollution control device? Now
is an excellent time to consider installing a
GEET device.  Plans include a license to build
and install one device (GEET is a patent-pro-
tected technology). These Official GEET Fuel
Processor Plans are for personal use only!

750002- GEET Single Auto Plans .. 175.00

Small Engine
GEET Plans
Up to 20 Horsepower

Auto Engine
GEET Plans

This lawnmower was GEET retrofitted with
a GEET device built from the plans.

This retrofitted Suburban has been driven
THREE  times across the United States

by Paul Pantone

Purchase your own set of GEET Fuel Pro-
cessor plans and build your own GEETs for
small generators and lawn mowers to operate
on a variety of fuels. Initially,  use conven-
tional fuels, such as gasoline, diesel, kerosene..
as you gain experience, get creative by using
used engine oil, transmission fluid, crude oil,
and other exotic mixtures. You will see in-
creases in the efficiencies of conventional fu-
els 2 to 3 times and a  reduction  in pollu-
tion in the range of 90 to 97%. This GEET
device is the easiest to build. Operational, you
have a simple device to explore plasma phys-
ics, or use  in a more down to earth applica-
tion... like a lawnmower!!! See for yourself
the tremendous reduction in pollutants!

750001- GEET Small Engine Plans  ..... 75.00

Even under the best condi-
tions, with meticulous
maintenance, your engine sheds tiny particles
of metal grit in the oil. Since oil filters are
designed to pass oil freely to provide adequate
lubrication for your engine, only particles of
grit 20- 30 microns or larger are, will trapped
in the filter's porous element. MagnaGuard
added to these same filters controls particle
contamination down to 0.5-microns... about
40 times more grit than your filter alone!

A clean engine runs better, lasts longer, gets
higher mileage, and reduces pollution.  Inde-
pendent lab tests document an 18% reduction
in toxic tailpipe emissions with MagnaGuard.
Install MagnaGuard today and start reduc-
ing overall maintenance and operating costs.

990003 - Magna-Guard  ....................... 7.99

MagnaGuard
Inexpensive Engine
Protection System

Advanced Automotive Technology

1999 Tulare GEET Conference DVDs!

The common  ol’ lead-acid cell represents the
cheapest, quickest way to alternative energy
systems.  This easy to read book explains:

• Battery chemistry and why it works.
• Specific gravity and how to measure charge
• High and  low temperatures performance
• Various ways to charge batteries
• Gassing, cell equalization and more.
• Connecting batteries to get more energy
• Treatments may restore old battery’s

You  also get sample calculations, techniques,
problems to watch, and more. This is abso-
lutely essential knowledge you need  if you
are to make your batteries work properly.
It’s amazing how common lead-acid batteries
are, and how little anyone knows about them.

260006 - Lead Acid Batteries .......... 4.95

Secrets of
Lead-Acid
Batteries

by TJ Lindsay

What oil companies and governments don’t
want you to know! If you want clean air, find
out the real answers. Chemistry and science
explain what many thought was a myth and
original inventors did not understand — how
oil company additives kill these inventions.
Inventors like Pogue, Covey, and Tom Ogle
developed legendary super carburetors! This
book shows you that 100 miles per gallon
carburetors existed and reveals why they failed
after a brief foray in the marketplace. Plans,
specs, history and testimony for Burney's
super carb are in this book! Drawings and
information from Burney's  patent are included
as well as the story behind it!

320022 - Super Mileage Report ........ 19.95

750010- GEET Breakthrough Tech ...... 29.95
750011- GEET Automotive Tech ...........  29.95
750012- GEET Small Engine Tech ...  29.95
750014 - GEET Tulare Set (3-DVDs) ..... 75.00

WARNING: ALL GEET Plans are consid-
ered experimental! No guarantees are
made as to their accuracy or feasibility!

by J. Bruce McBurney

SECRET

Super High

Mileage Report

The fall of 1999 was marked by the little known GEET Conference
held in Tulare, California! Excellent source material by GEET researchers
like Mike Holler and Chris Robinson among others present material
that supplements information released by Paul Pantone at the 1998
and 1999 Exotic Research Conferences in Mesa, AZ! The GEET
Breakthrough Technology DVD is a good introductory video on ef-
forts to refine GEET devices including the closed loop lawnmower!

Liquid Ring brings back power and perfor-
mance to a worn, weak engine while reducing
emissions at the source. Its innovative Lube-
Logic multi-action formula senses and adapts
to your engine's performance needs for high
or low mileage engines. First, the formula
builds up compression and stops smoking
that occurs due to worn engine parts such as
pistons piston rings, and cylinder walls.  Then,
its protective coatingbecomes bonded and
does not drain back into the oil pan when the
engine is off. (Liquid Ring does not contain
Dupont teflon.)

Easy to apply, Liquid Ring can be used as
strictly an occasional engine overhaul treat-
ment or for smog reduction. When used as a
smog reducer (the preferred method), one will
constantly reap the overhaul treatment ben-
efits. As long as Liquid Ring is present in the
engine, the catalyst will help reduce smog.

990002 - Liquid Ring (1qt)  ............. 39.95

Synthetic Lubricant
Concentrate

The Original
 All-In-One
 Formula

Best Buy ... Get all 3
DVDs for only $75.00!
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Few  scientists know the basic principles of
electrogravitation... a comparatively recent de-
velopment. To understand electrogravitation,
one must expand  electromagnetics’ principles
in order to grasp theory of electrogravitation—
a new field of science which does not obey
the known principles of electromagnetism.
Rho Sigma (a rocket scientist) explains how
technology already exists to control gravity
and takes us through the world of ether-vor-
tex turbines, TT Brown, Searl discs, electric
wind, German anti-gravity research, and more.
Order  this brilliant, rare book on the original
work of  electrogravitics today! (108 pp)

260003- Ether Technology ............... 12.95

Ether
Technology

The classic Anti-Gravity and Free Energy book
is back in print! Learn of international efforts at
gravity control and discoid craft propulsion.

A comprehensive and in-depth look at the
“flying saucer technology” of Nazi Germany
and the genesis of early man-made UFOs from
the captured German scientists through se-
cret communities in South America to today’s
“Dreamland” flying machines. Packed with
illustrations, this book exposes the Govern-
ment UFO Conspiracy and explains with
technical diagrams the technology involved
including secret underground airfields/facto-
ries; German secret weapons; suction aircraft;
NASA origins; and Marconi’s secret South
American aircraft factory. Required reading
for researchers in technology suppression,
UFOs, antigravity, free energy, and
WWII!(perfect; 404 pgs) ISBN:0932813232

220032 - ManMade UFOs ................. 18.95

by Renato Vesco
 & David H.Childress

A Rational Approach

to Gravity Control

by  Rho Sigma

by Richard Sauder PhD

Working from public documents and corpo-
rate records, this book digs below the surface
of the governments super-secret underground!
Discover how corporate America worked with
the Pentagon for decades —dreaming about,
planning, and actually constructing secret un-
derground bases. Includes info on base
locations, tunneling technology, various mili-
tary designs for underground bases, nuclear
testing & underground bases.  New revela-
tions indicate development of  bizarre,
high-tech gadgets like portable, hand-held sur-
gical lasers and injectable electronic IDs as
small as a grain of rice! (201 pp)

220034- Underground Bases .......... 15.95

Man-Made UFOs

1944-1994

50 Years of Suppression

UNDERGROUND

Bases &Tunnels

What is the

government

 trying to hide?

Anti-Gravity & Other Research

A well-respected NASA scientist sighted a UFO in the early 1950s. Soon after, he built the first
flying platform to duplicate the UFO's' tilt-to-control manuevers. Official policy, however,
prevented him from proclaiming his findings. An unofficial clearing house at NASA for 25 years,
he collected and analyzed sighting reports for physical properties, propulsion possibilities,
dynamics, etc. To refute claims that UFOs defy the laws of physics, he had to make “technologi-
cal sense...of the unconventional object’. Here he presents his findings that UFOs “obey, not defy,
the laws of physics.. proving that UFO technology is not only explainable, but attainable.
Excellent reference guide for researchers.(pft,425pp) ISBN:1571740279

310031- Unconventional  Flying Objects .................................................................15.95

Unconventional

Flying Objects

by Paul Hill

a scientific analysis

The scientific validation of a science that
connects gravity to electricity  faces an up-
hill, skeptical battle. This publication con-
fronts the skeptics directly with journal ar-
ticles by the Army Research Lab and Honda
Corporation on their experiments and
theory of how electrogravitics can work,
besides patents by NASA and others.The
author also  introduces the discovery that a
classical “electrokinetic field” equation can
predict how and why pulsed electro-
gravitics will work. He also explainsthat
the historic T.T. Brown experiments which
led to the “Biefeld-Brown Effect” actually
comprise electrogravitics and electrokinet-
ics, which differ from each other.

320025- Electrogravitics II .............. 15.00

Electrogravitation is a comparatively recent
and unpublished development. This work
contains the  following highlights:
• Secret history & technology of B-2 Stealth Bomber
• How the B-2 can fly with zero fuel consumption
• Actual use of  EPUs, exhaust ducts and wingspan
• Early T.T. Brown experiments
• Complete Aviation Studies electrogravitics report
• The US AntiGravity Squadron by Dr.  LaViolette
• Negative Mass as a Source of Energy by Hoffman
• Collection of electrostatics/electrogravitics patents

Electrogravitics is not a dead end field. This
an excellent opportunity to catch up on the
progress that has been made in this futristic
mode of flight... and possibly free energy If
you are doing antigravity work, this book is a
MUST! (126 pgs) ISBN:0964107007

320019- Electrogravitics ................... 15.00

by Thomas Valone,  MA, PE

Reports on a New

 Propulsion Methodology

Electrogravitics
Systems

Surprising Facts the

Government Does Not

Want You to Know

Underwater and
Underground Bases

by Richard Sauder PhD

Dr. Sauder lays out the amazing evidence and
paper trail for the construction of huge,
manned bases offsore, in mid-ocean, and deep
beneath the sea floor––bases big enough to
secretly dock submarines! Official US Navy
documents, and other hard evidence, raise
many questions about what really lies 20,000
leagues beneath the sea. Sauder also adds to
his incredible database of underground bases
onshore. New, breakthrough material reveals
the existence of additional clandestine under-
ground facilities as well as the surprising lo-
cation of one of the CIAís own underground
bases. Plus, new information on tunneling and
cutting-edge, high speed rail magnetic-levita-
tion (MagLev) technology. Can this be true?

220042- Underwater Bases .............. 16.95

Electrogravitics II
Validating Reports

on a New

 Propulsion Methodology

by Thomas Valone,  MA, PE
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MIND CONTROL
The Ultimate Conquest

Even as you read this, there is an unseen battle
being waged around you... the battle for your
mind! In WWII, Nazis researched  mind con-
trol. Later, Allen Dulles had the CIA look into
Chinese brainwashing techniques.  From Blue-
bird to MK-Ultra, tremendous strides were
made in the ability to usurp or disrupt people's
minds over the past 40 years! Eelectronic mind
control is not far-fetched! In Sweden, they
implant transmitters in people's brains! Learn
the truth! Time is short... this is our last chance
to control our thoughts! (99pp, GBC)

290007 - Mind Control/Conquest .. 19.95

  compiled by
      Steven Elswick
Shades of Conspiracy Theory....

Holes in
Heaven?
A Documentary
Video on HAARP

Holes in Heaven is an in-
vestigation into the US

government's High Frequency Active Auroral
Research Program (HAARP). This experi-
mentation is being conducted by our
government. Top scientists are concerned
about the potentialy  drastic effects on Earth.
This video features pro and con interviews
with scientists, government officials, and re-
searchers. It  also  demonstrates how we are
all interconnected as electromagnetic beings.
Martin  Sheen narrates. (53 min• VHS)

310025- Holes in Heaven?(VHS)  ... 34.95

Earth Rising
The Revolution

by  Nick  Begich
      and Jim Roderick

Toward  a Thousand
Years of Peace

This expose on technological advances  is sup-
ported with extensive documentation from
governmental, academic, and major media re-
ports.  Mind control and the manipulation of
human health through drugs, electromagnetic
weapons, and other means is just the tip of
the iceberg!  Non-lethal weapons, weather
control, big brother, HAARP, and militariza-
tion of law enforcement threaten freedom.
Each problem holds greater possibilities for so-
lutions redeeming the human spirit! (304 pp)
591000- Earth Rising ........................ 17.95

Environmental Warfare?The US DoD has a
"Star Wars" weapon which is being tested in
the remote bush country of Alaska. This
weapon system manipulates the environment
in a way which can:

• Disrupt human mental processes...
• Jam all global communication systems...
• Change weather patterns in  large areas..
• Interfere with wildlife migration patterns...
• Negatively affect your health...
• Unnaturally impact the upper atmosphere.

HAARP (High-frequency Active Auroral
Research Program)  is so controversial,  the
Navy  actively promotesits positive aspect!
This book is the portion the Navy refuses to
reveal or publicly acknowledge! (224pp)

310024 - Angels Don't Play HAARP..... 14.95

Angels
    Don't Play
This HAARP

Advances in

Tesla Technology

by  Dr. Nick Begich  and  Jeane Manning

The first book on HAARP, this book has it all...
from historical perspectives to technical theo-
retical explanation on how this secret device
works!  Includes many source documents, pat-
ents, articles, and more!!! (99 pages, GBC)

290004- 1995 HAARP Resource ...... 19.95

compiled by Steven Elswick

HAARP

Resource Guide
(1995 Edition)

The HAARP project in Alaska is one of the
most controversial projects ever undertaken
by the US Government.  Jerry Smith gives us
the history of the HAARP project and ex-
plains how it can be used as an awesome
weapon.  Smith exposes a covert military
project and the web of conspiracies behind  it
revealing a trail of solid evidence into ever
deeper and scarier conspiracy theories.
HAARP could be the most dangerous device
ever created. Star Wars future is here! ( 269pp)

220002- HAARP: Ultimate Weapon .... 14.95

The Ultimate
Weapon

of the Conspiracy

by  Nick  Begich
      and Jim Roderick

The Betrayal of Science,
Society and the Soul

Earth Rising II

Over 300 referenced sources highlight new
technologies with devastating implications for
privacy, security and  democracy.  Includes:
• Underwater Sonars/Possible Death of the Seas
• Energy in the Air: Implications of Cell Phones
• Dataveillance, Security, Privacy & End of Road
• Information Overload/Impacts of Technology
• Implantable Chips and the New Economy.

This generation will determine the direction
of our technology as either our master or our
servant. This challenges us to seek a better
direction for the people of the planet!
591002- Earth Rising II ................ 17.95

HAARP

by Jerry E. Smith

Is the earth surrounded by an intricate elec-
tromagnetic grid network offering free energy?
This compilation of material on ley lines and
world power points contains chapters on the
geography, mathematics, and light harmonics
of the earth grid. Learn the purpose of ley
lines and ancient megalithic structures located
on the grid. Discover how the grid made the
Philadelphia Experiment possible. Explore the
Coral Castle and many other mysteries, in-
cluding acoustic levitation, Tesla Shields and
scalar wave weaponry. Browse anti-gravity
patents, and research resources.  (274 pp)
220040- Antigravity/World Grid ... 14.95

Anti-Gravity
and the World Grid

Compiled by
David H. Childress

The book that blew minds and had engineers
using their calculators is back in print in a
new expanded compilation of material on an-
tigravity, Free Energy, Flying Saucer propul-
sion, UFOs, Suppressed Technology, NASA
Coverups and more. Highly illustrated with
patents, technical illustrations, photos and
more material, including photos of Area 51,
Nevada, the governments’ secret testing facil-
ity, Australian Secret Facilities, plus a rare
reprint of “Space, Gravity & the Flying Sau-
cer” by Leonard D. Cramp. (256pp)
220041- Antigravity Handbook ..... 16.95

Anti-Gravity
Handbook

Compiled by
David H. Childress

Third Edition
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The study of magnetism
promises great applica-
tions in natural health and
medicine. They include pain control and
the arrest,  management, and development
of immunity to  numerous afflictions which
plague mankind— including cancer. This
book details experiments using the poles of
magnets to influence biological systems. The
experiments are easily reproduceable — the
implications are profound! (Perfect;128pp)

430011 - The Magnetic Effect .......... 15.00

This book is the result of years of investiga-
tions into the laws of magnetism. It’s the first
book ever written explaining how magnetism
affects your life and the life of all living sys-
tems around you.  YOU can reproduce the
biomagnetic experiments outlined in the book.
Includes special info on sex, aging, cancers,
tumors, etc. Information in this book is re-
producible and factual. Illustrated. (152pp)

430013 - Magnetism & Effects ........ 15.00

This is the first book ever
written to present solid
evidence from scientific

research in the expanding field of biomagnetics
that proves healing through the “laying of
hands” is a significant natural phenomenon.
It’s a demonstrable science with dramatic
physical effects that any reader of this book
can reproduce. Included here are research re-
sults, as well as biomagnetic experiments and
tests you can easily do at home. 101pp)

430014 - Rainbow in your Hands .... 10.00

The RAINBOW

 in YOUR HANDS
 by Albert Davis
    & Walter Rawls

MAGNETISM
and ITS EFFECTS

on the
LIVING SYSTEM

by Albert Davis
   & Walter Rawls

This is the most comprehensive and definitive
book yet published on the rapidly evolving sub-
ject of energetic medicine, covering homeopathic
remedies, crystal healing, therapeutic touch, acu-
puncture, radionics, electrotherapy, herbal medi-
cine, psychic healing, and radiology. Current prac-
tice, treaatments,  and theory are thoroughly dis-
cussed. (Perfect; 557pp) ISBN 0939680467

500009 - Vibrational Medicine ................ 18.95

Vibrational

Medicine

by
Richard Gerber

New Choices for
Healing Ourselves

About 1900, Georges Lakhovsky  indicated
living cells can be regenerated by applying
energy fields of multiple wavelengths. Well
illustrated, this is the primary source of di-
verse opinions of construction details of
Lakhovsky’s original MWO. New edition
contains updated circuit diagrams and new
pictures taken at Lakhovsky’s Paris home!
Includes how to info on different devices, with
reports from researchers who built them. From
simple copper coil experiments stimulating
plant growth to different types of circuits
and antenna patterns used in cellular regen-
eration research, this is THE MWO BOOK
for experimenters and researchers.  (pft;160pp)

370002- MWO Handbook .....................27.95

Lakhovsky
MultipleWave

Oscillator
Handbook

compiled by
 Thomas J. Brown

This collection of papers illustrate the im-
portance of light in Mind/Body Healing and
Subtle Energy Medicine. Therapeutic uses of
light are discussed. Documented case histo-
ries demonstrate dramatic effects of light
applied to various mind/body problems. Light,
color therapy and reflexology areviable cost
effective options to the slash and burn -- sur-
gical and drug treatments. Contains  many
major papers by leading researchers as well
as appendixes with more material. (424 pgs)

500060- Light Years Ahead ...............19.95

The Illustrated Guide to Full Spectrum and
Colored Light in Mind/Body Healing

Light
  Years
     Ahead
by Brian Breiling
& Bethany Argisle

The

MAGNETIC EFFECT
   by Albert Davis

   & Walter Rawls

Bypassing
Bypass

  The New Technique
of Chelation Therapy

by E. Cranton, MD

Heart bypass surgery is a radical opera-
tion for which 350,000 Americans spend
$10  billion every year! But there is a non-
surgical method for treating clogged arteries
that clears out all of the arteries–and it is a lot
less expensive. This noninvasive technique
is called CHELATION THERAPY!

Over 40 million men/women suffer with symp-
toms of America's Number One killer disease—
1 million people die annually. Chelation
therapy is a viable non-surgical alternative to
bypass surgery. Dr. Cranton clearly explains
new concepts relative to aging and athero-
sclerosis. He  has  a plausible hypothesis to
explain how and why EDTA works(ie allevi-
ates angina pain, decreases shortness of breath
and fatigue in patients with coronary artery
disease). (265 pp) ISBN: 0962437514

230020- Bypassing Bypass ............... 17.95

This collection of medical and health-related
articles first published in the official maga-
zine of the former International Tesla Society
includes articles on possible cures for can-
cer, light and light therapies, 714X, violet rays,
Rife devices, and ways to alleviate the ill ef-
fects of modern life (sick house syndrome),
electromagnetic radiation, aspartame, vac-
cinations, fluoridation, and more!... a  primer
on suppressed health issues,  alternative tech-
nologies, and modern health hazards.

290005 - ES Best of Health  ............... $19.95

compiled & edited by
 Steven R. Elswick

ExtraOrdinary Science
Best of Health in

Energy Medicine, Health Products, and other
Alternative Medical Research & Development
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Good Teeth

Birth to Death
The Prescription
For Perfect Teeth

by Gerard Judd

You can have good teeth without fillings, root
canals, crowns and sealants, gum operations,
and other expensive dental procedures.Tooth
decay is not “just a matter of genetics,” it is
nutrition and what does or does not contact
the teeth. Bacterial decay has almost nothing
to do with it . Anyone who could never afford
dental work can now retain their teeth with-
out even going to a dentist by following a
simple prescription. Brain ailments such as
Alzheimers, hallucinations, epileptic seizures,
and MS are linked to dentistry with its fluo-
ridation, mercury and other schemes. Those
desiring detailed information on how to avoid
and overcome these illnesses need this book!

700019- Good Teeth: Birth-Death... 15.00

Dr. Gerard Judd
at the

Exotic Research
Conference 2001

Applied chemical knowledge can define and
solve many problems created due to igno-
rance of the chemistry involved. His chemical
analysis approach in tooth decay, led to Dr.
Judd’s discovery on how everyone could end
all tooth cavities and gum infection through-
out their entire life. It’s a simple, almost
costless procedure! Become an expert on teeth
by listening to his lecture, following his sug-
gestions, and reading his book.  Avoid den-
tistry and don’t believe that the “authori-
ties” always act in YOUR best interests! A
society armed with this knowledge, coupled
with its diligent use, would usher in real pre-
vention with the objective of  perfect teeth...

600431- 2001 ER Conf (Judd) DVD. 19.95

T.T.-L is an original all natural, non-hormonal
preparation of Tribulus Terrestris L—a natu-
ral steroid.  Active ingredients are steroidal
saponins of the furostanol type, isolated from
the puncture weed.

Tribulus Terrestris has been used around the
world for years as folk remedies for many
ailments and conditions in addition to those
related to sexual functions. In addition, body
builders use it on a regular basis to increase
stamina!

Supplement Benefits:

• Arthitis Pain Relief
• Increased Lean Muscle Mass
•` Impotence - Infertility
• Hair/Nail Repair & Growth
• Regulation of Blood Pressure
• Cholesterol Level Management
• Immune & Respiratory System Support
• Anti-Inflammatory
• Rejuvenation & Increased Stamina

The strongest formulation on the market, each
Capsule contains 40% Saponins. Guaran-
teed for relief of arthritis pain within 21
days when taken as instructed.

900001- TTL Ext (btl of 90) ............... 39.95

Advanced Soviet Bio-technology...
      Manufactured in the United States!!!

 by Mark Metcalf

Start Banishing Disease Today ...
with unlimited amounts of colloidal silver...
it’s safe and heals with the power of nature!

Silver is a powerful, natural prophylactic/an-
tibiotic, used for thousands of years.  Ancient
Greeks (and other cultures) lined their eating
and drinking vessels with silver. Pioneers of
the American West put a silver dollar in a jug
of milk to keep it fresh without refrigeration.
Silver kills bacteria on contact in six minutes
or less... and  bacteria and viruses cannot de-
velop a tolerance for silver as they do with
antibiotics. Silver deficiency is responsible for
the improper functioning of the immune sys-
tem.  Everything you wanted to know about
colloidal silver... is in this comprehensive how
to book. There is an easy step-by-step method
for making your own coloidal silver included.
700020 -Colloidal Siver: Make Own ... 18.95

Colloidal Silver
Making the Safest and the
Most Powerful Medicine on
Earth for the Price of Water

Colloidal Silver, a powerful natural antibacte-
rial liquid can be applied externally, and used
throughout the house. It costs only pennies
per cup to produce with the pocket genera-
tor, which produces colloidal silver at 3-5 ppm
with a particle size of 0.005-0.015 microns.
This generator provides an adequate amount
for personal use for up to a year! Add’l infor-
mation and  instructions provided. Battery
not included. Get PROTECTION TODAY!

900002- Pocket Silver Generator .... $8.95

Pocket Sized

Colloidal Silver

Generator
Note: These units are for
personal experimental use only.

Silver, commonly valued for its monetary value,
and referred to poor man's gold, has been used
since ancient times as an antiseptic and cure for
many diseases.  Then, with emergence of  the
pharmaceutical companies it disappeared...

Colloidal silver, a high tech
germ fighter in the early 20th
century, is making a come-

back today. Discover how colloidal silver
is an alternative to antibiotic, antiviral, and
antifungal products. Read testimonials from
people helped by its healing powers. (64pp)
5950001 -Colloidal Siver: Make Own ... 6.95

 by Warren Jefferson

Colloidal Silver

Today

Magnetic
Healing

Advanced Techniques
for the Application
of Magnetic Forces

by  Burl Payne, PhD

Discover the positive benefits of magne-
tism for improving your health and well
being, both physical and mental.
Burl Payne, a well-known researcher in mag-
netism,  reveals some of the ailments that can
be treated with magnets in this easy to under-
stand book.  It examines how magnets work
to heal the body with an emphasis on proper
polarization, placement  and exposure time
of magnets. Finally the latest magnetic health
products and their sources are examined. Per-
haps most importantly, the author goes
beyond  examining magnetism’s  fundamental
nature as well as its effects! This book is a
MUST for any health library! (218pp)
594000- Magnetic Healing ............... 15.95

This video of Dr. Emoto’s presentation in
Dallas explains how he came to discover his
amazing scientific breakthrough. Dr. Emoto
makes his work come alive in this over two
hour slide show presentation. In addition to
discussing and explaining many of his find-
ings in his books, Dr. Emoto reveals his latest
research findings! The video is interpreted
from Japanese into English by Dr. Emoto’s
assistant, John Craig. (120+min, VHS)

890001-Water...Answers (VHS) ......... $30.00

Water Knows the Answers

Dr. Masaru Emoto

May 10,2002 • Dallas, TX
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ORDERINGORDERINGORDERINGORDERINGORDERING

INSTRUCTIONSINSTRUCTIONSINSTRUCTIONSINSTRUCTIONSINSTRUCTIONS

Orders processed and  shipped
within  a week

Qty Catalog Number/Item Description (Title) Price Cost

 Name:

 Address:

 City:                                                                       State:                      ZipCode:

 Country:                                                                                                Phone:

Exp Date:Acct Nbr:

TeslaTech, Inc
296 E Donna Drive
Queen Valley, AZ  85218
United States of America

Shipping/Handling

  1st Item: $7-US;  $9-Can/Mex;  $12-Other
  Add'l Item: $2-US; $3-Can/Mex; $6-Other
Tape Sets: $15--US  •  $20--Can/Mex •  $35--Else

TeslaTech, Inc Order Form

Total Cost

- 10%   Discount (members only)

SUBTOTAL

6.6% Sales Tax (AZ Only)

Shipping/Handling

AMOUNT DUE

Prices and availability are
subject to change without notice!!!

All titles are subject to be discontinued without
notice due to availability!  Prices occasionally
change between the time the catalog goes to
press and the time you order. Your invoice will
show the current price regardless of what
might be in the catalog.  If your edition is more
than a year old, write for a current catalog.

www.teslatech.info

Order BOOKS

ONLINE!

Check periodically for our new releases of
books and merchandise to our website... it's
updated monthly!

Credit Card Orders: (520) 463-1994  ... FAX(801) 729-3661

Please include your phone number!
This helps us to contact you in the event
of a discrepancy or problem. Your privacy
and confidentiality will be respected oth-
erwise. It has always been, and always
will be, our policy to NOT sell our mem-
bership and customer mailing lists.

Send special questions and com-
ments on a separate piece of paper, so
that the processing of your order is not
slowed down. Although we may not be
able to respond to your comments di-
rectly, we do welcome them and read
every one of them — and often, changes
and new books are the result of an in-
quiry. Technical questions are usually
better handled if directed to our maga-
zine, ExtraOrdinary Technology, as a
“Letter to the Editor.”

We attempt to keep all books in stock.
However, there are occasions when
demand outpaces supply.  Accounts are
credited at the time an order is placed.  If
a book is out of stock, it will be backor-
dered and sent to you as soon as it
arrives. If a book has been discontinued,
a refund will be sent immediately.

We try to keep our Shipping and Han-
dling charges as low as possible.  The
US Postal Service’s constant and ever
accelerating  rate changes have desta-
bilized the shipping market.  Currently, in
our most recent shipping schedule, we
have decided to ship ALL books by pri-
ority or air, unless postage costs exceed
ship/hand rate.  We are looking into UPS
as an option... but they do not deliver to PO
Box addresses.

We have a variety of
payment options.
In addition to ac-
cepting the major
credit cards shown, we  also accept
checks, postal money orders, money
orders and Federal Reserve Notes (ie.
cash in US dollars).

Dissatisfied?  If there is a  problem with
your order, please notify TeslaTech, Inc
at  (520) 463-1994 immediately.

Thank you for your support!

Send with check or money order
                  in United States funds to: TeslaTech Mini Survey

I would be interested in:
____ TeslaTech T-Shirts
____ 2006 Conference

Overseas orders... Please address order
as it is to appear on the package!
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Energy • Medicine • Technology  For the Future�

What is an issue worth? Im-
measurable... well-referenced
articles contain detailed infor-
mation... and plans for a
variety of devices. Only seven
issues  remain. Volume 1
completely SOLD OUT!

 CALL  (520) 463-1994 TODAY!

SPECIAL PRICE
$49.95!* ........  100112

BackIssues still available...

V2N1 - Jan/Feb/Mar 1998
V2N2 - Apr/May/Jun 1998
V2N3 - Jul/Aug/Sep  1998
V2N4 - Oct/Nov/Dec 1998
V3N1 - Jan/Feb/Mar 1999
V3N2 - Apr/May/Jun 1999
V3N3 - Jul/Aug/Sep 1999

www.teslatech.info

Type Attendee Rate
Member/Nonmember $249.95
Spouse $199.95

TeslaTech Members
Registration Discount Rates

30% -members registered before Jan 30
25% -members registered before Mar 30
20% -members registered before May 31
15% -members register before June 30
10% -members registered before  July 10

Register Early for BEST Discount!!!

Exotic  Research  BackIssues

Exotic  Research Collection

Get all 7 remaining issues of
this highly collectible maga-
zine which is no longer being
published.

Salt Lake City, UT  --§--  July 27-Jul 30

20062006ExtraOrdinary
Technology

Conference

Researchers and inventors in-
terested in presenting a paper,
demonstrating a device, exhib-
iting products, or otherwise
supporting this conference con-
tact:
Steve Elswick: (520) 463-1994.
Speaking slots are limited with
priority going to those who have
WORKING HARDWARE!
Suggested topics include Tesla
technology,Tesla turbines, ad-
vanced energy technology,
alternative energy, alternative
medicine, new health products,
extreme physics, chemisty, and
other extraordinary technologies!

Offer good only while
supplies last!

Conference Rates
Call for Papers

* Shipping/Handling Additional

TeslaTech, Inc
296 E Donna Dr  • Queen Valley, AZ  85218

 Single Issue $8.95* each!

Order  Magazines
When Joining
TeslaTech For

FREE  Shipping!

www.teslatech.info


